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We investigate Bochner’s theorem supposing the existence of an accessible 
measure. Let E be a locally convex Hausdorff space with an approximation 
property, F be a barrelled locally convex HausdorK space and u: F + E be a con- 
tinuous linear mapping. We prove that if there exits a u(F)-accessible Bore1 
probability measure on E, then for every continuous positive definite function cp on 
E with q(O)= I, there is a u(F’. F)-Radon probability measure with the charac- 
teristic functional v, U. 1 IYX6 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Bochner’s theorem on a locally convex space admitting a quasi- 
invariant measure was studied by Xia [IS], Takahashi [ 111, Okazaki 
[S, 61, and Sato [9]. For a locally convex space with a partially admissible 
measure, related topics were studied by Takahashi [ 12, 131. In this paper 
we consider the Bochner’s theorem on a locally convex space admitting an 
accessible measure. The accessibility is weaker than the quasi-invariance 
and the partial admissibility. 
Let E, F be locally convex Hausdorff spaces and U: F+ E be a con- 
tinuous linear mapping. Suppose that there exists a u(F)-quasi-invariant 
(or a u(F)-partially admissible) measure on E. Then the following 
Bochner’s theorem is settled by Xia [lS]. For every continuous positive 
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definite function cp on E, does there exist a o-additive measure 11 on F’ with 
the characteristic functional cp U. that is, 
i 
exp(i(x, .u’)) dv(x’) = cp(u(x)) 
P’ 
for every x E F? Let 11, be the finitely additive cylindrical measure on E’ 
with the characteristic functional cp and u’: E’ --f F’ be the transpose of U. 
Then the Bochner’s theorem is restated as follows. Is the image u’(v,,) a CT- 
additive measure on F“? 
In the case where E and Fare Hilbert spaces, by the existence of a u(F)- 
quasi-invariant measure, it follows that 11 and U’ are HilberttSchmidt 
operators, hence the Bochner’s theorem is valid (Xia [ 15, Theorem 5.3.51). 
For general cases. see Okazaki [S, 61, Sato [9], and Takahashi 
[ll, 12, 131. 
In this paper, we consider the accessibility of a cylindrical measure. We 
investigate the above Bochner’s theorem supposing the existence of a U(F)- 
accessible measure on E. 
In Section 3, the basic properties of an accessible cylindrical measure are 
presented. 
In Section 4, the Bochner’s theorem is proved. Let E be a locally convex 
Hausdorff space with an approximation property, F be a barrelled locally 
convex Hausdorff space and U: F + E be a continuous linear mapping. We 
prove that if there exists a u( F)-accessible Bore1 probability measure on E, 
then for every cylindrical measure I’ on E’ with the continuous charac- 
teristic functional on E, the image U’(V) is a o(F’, F)-Radon measure on F’. 
In particular, for every continuous positive definite function 4” on E with 
~(0) = 1, there is a o(F’, F)-Radon probability measure with the charac- 
teristic functional cp c 14. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let E be a locally convex Hausdorff space, E’ (resp. E”) be the 
topological (resp. algebraic) dual of E. Denote by h the strong dual 
topology on E’. 
A Bore1 measure p on a topological space T is a g-additive measure on 
the Bore1 field g(T) which is the a-algebra generated by all open subsets. p 
is called a Radon measure if p(A) = sup(p(K); KC A, K is compact 1 for 
every A E&?(T). 
Let (X, Y) be a dual pair of linear spaces. Let FD(X) be the set of all 
finite-dimensional subspaces of X. For every W in FD(X), the finite-dimen- 
sional space Y/W’ has the natural Bore1 held g(W), where W- = 
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{ y E Y; (.u, y) = 0 for every x E W}. We put Z( Y, X) = IJ j17u-19( W): 
WE FD(X)J, where I7,: Y + Y/W’ is the natural mapping. A cylindrical 
measure v on Z( Y, X) is a nonnegative finitely additive set function on 
Z( Y, X) with v(Y)= 1 which is a-additive on 17M.‘.49( W) for every 
w E FL)(X). 
A random linear functional is a linear mapping of X into L”(Q, 68. P), 
(Q, ‘11, P) is a probability space. For a random linear functional 
L: X-t L”(Q, 91, P), there corresponds a cylindrical measure I’,. on Z( Y. X) 
such that 
)2L(yE Y; (x,, y) <a,, i= 1, 2 ,_.., n) 
= P(w E 52; L(s,)(to) 6 0,. i = 1, 2 . .._. n) 
Conversely, if r is a cylindrical measure, there exists a random linear 
functional satisfying this equality. The characteristic functional of a cylin- 
drical meaure 1’ on Z( Y, X) is defined by 
If X has a locally convex vector topology T, then r^(.y) is t-continuous if 
and only if the corresponding random linear functional L: X + L”(Q, 91. P) 
is t-continuous. It is weft known that for every positive definite function v, 
on X with q(O) = 1 which is continuous on each finite-dimensional sub- 
space of X, there is a cyhndrical measure I’ on Z( Y, X) with the charac- 
teristic functional cp. For basic properties of cylindrical measures and ran- 
dom linear functionals, we refer to Badrikian [l]. 
Let p be a cylindrical measure on Z( Y. X). Denote by 11, the cylindrical 
measure defined by 
An element y E Y is a partially admissible shift if there are i; > 0 and 6 > 0 
such that for every A in Z( Y, X) with p(A) < 6 it follows p,(A’) > c, see 
Takahashi [12]. p,, and p are scalarly quasi-invariant if and only if for 
every E > 0, there exists ci > 0 such that for every A in Z’( Y, X) with 
p(A)<6 it follows p)(A)<c, where Z”(Y, X)= {<, ‘(0; C~ti(iW), XEX) 
and (,(.v)= (x, J), see Chevet [2]. 
We say that a locally convex space E has the metric approximation 
property if there is a net { T, ) of operators T,: E -+ E of finite rank such 
that {T,) is equicontinuous and T,s --).Y uniformly on each compact sub- 
sets. 
Let E be a locally convex Hausdorff space. Then E is said to be a dual 
quasi-normed space if there exists a quasi-norm / 1 on E’ such that the unit 
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ball is d(E’, E)-bounded, where a(E’, E) is the weak *-topology, see 
Schwartz [IO]. For example, if X is a Banach space, then Xfl(,,,,) is a dual 
normed space. 
Let E be a dual normed space and F be a normed space. A continuous 
linear operator V: E + F is called p-absolutely summing (0 < p < +E) if for 
each {x!} c E with x,1( x,, x’)lp< +nu for every x’EE’, it follows that 
Cilu(xi)l g< +a. A remarkable property of a p-absolutely summing 
operator u: E + F is the following one. Suppose that (I?, 1 I ) has the metric 
approximation property and let i be a cylindrical measure on E 
corresponding to a continuous random linear functional L: (E’, 1 I ) + 
L”(O, 2I, P). Then the image z:(i) is a cr(F”, Ff-Radon measure on F”, see 
Schwartz [ 10, Theorime (111.1.1 )]. 
3. AWESSIBLE CYLINDRICAL MEASURE 
Let E be a locally convex Hausdorff space and p be a cylindrical measure 
on Z(E, E’). We denote by T&) the weakest vector topology on E’ making 
the characteristic functional P-(X’) continuous and set K,, = (E’, T,,)'. The 
topology T,, is given by the semi-metric (not necessarily Hausdorff) 
We may regard K,, as linear subspace of (E’)“. K,, is called the kernel of p, 
see Chevet [2], Okazaki and Takahashi [7, 81. 
DEFINITION 1. A vector x E (E’)” is an accessible vector if and only if 
XE K),, that is, 
e(x): x + (.I-, x’) 
is t,-continuous. For a subset D c (E’)“, we say that p is D-accessible if 
D c K, and accessible if E c K,, 
Let J,(p)(x’)=inf(R>O: P(X; \(x,.Y’)~ >R)<E), then the homo- 
geneous functions {J,:(p)(.) ) ,:, o determine the topologoy 5,. Consequently, 
x is an accessible vector if and only if for some t; = E(X) > 0, it holds that 
1(x, x’>l 6 ?J,(p)(.x’) for every x’ E E 
The scalarly quasi-invariant cylindrical measure of Chevet [2] is 
accessible, see Chevet 12, Theoreme 1, p. 1331. The partially admissible 
cylindrical measure of Takahashi [ 121 is accessible, see Takahashi [ 12, 
Proposition 3.11. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Let p be 1 < p 6 2 and l/p + l/q = 1. Then the standard p- 
stable cylindrical measure yP on I”, that is, 
y,~((~,))=exp(-~,l~~~l~), (x,) E I” 
is accessible and not quasi-invariant on I”. In the case where 0 ( p < 1, yp is 
accessible on I”. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let E be a Banach space such that the dual EL is 
isomorphic to a closed subspace of Lp (0~ p<2) with the isomorphism 
L: E’ + L”. Then the p-stable cylindrical measure p,, on E with 
P~^(.x’) = exp( - I14~~‘)ll~p) 
is accessible. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let F be a nuclear Frechet space with Hiibertian 
seminorms { 1 I,,}. Remark that l/(1 + t) =I; exp( -tu) dfl(u), t 20 and 
,5’(u)= 1 -exp(-u). Then l/(l + I</:) is a positive definite function on F 
and so is I/J(~) = C, 1/[2”(1 + j<lz)]. By Minlos’ theorem, there is a Radon 
measure p on E = FL with ,u*(t) = $(t), <E E’ = F. Then t,, is the initial 
topology of I; and K,, = E. 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that En K,, is qf .second categou,, in E. Then 
E c K, and E is normahle. 
Proqf: Let VP,= {X’E E’; p(I(x, .Y’)/ > I)< l/n}, then it holds that 
EnK,= =lJIIc, where c=jy~E; ](,r,x’)/<l for every x’EV,,) = 
{YE& l(v,-x’>l d nJ,,,,(x’) for every X’E E’}. Since V,, is a neighborhood 
of 0 in rAr, c: is a(E, E’)-b ounded. Moreover qf is closed convex and 
balanced. Thus there exists an N such that c contains a neighborhood of 0 
of E, which shows EC K,,. Since e is bounded, E is normable. 
COROLLARY 1. Let E he u F&her spuce bchich is not u Banach space 
and p he an), c,vlindricrrl measure. Then En K,, is of first ccrregor!, in E. 
Let E, F be locally convex Hausdorff spaces an U: F + E be a continuous 
linear mapping. Let p be a cylindrical measure on Z(E, E’). In the next sec- 
tion, we shall consider the Bochner’s theorem under the condition 
u(F) c K,,. Here we give a necessary and sufficient condition for U(F) c K,, 
which generalizes Chevet [2, p. 134, Theoreme 31. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose rhat F is of second category. Then p is u(F)- 
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accessible if and on1.y if‘ there exist n and u neighborhood V of’ 0 in F .such 
that 
,for every x’ E E 
Proof: Sufficiency is easily verified, see a remark after definition 1. Con- 
versely, if ~1 is u(F)-accessible, then it follows that F = U,,{.Y E F, 
I (u(x), x’)l < nJ,.,(p)(x’) for every s’ E E’ j. Since the set (.K E F; 
I (u(x), ?>I d nJ,,,,(p)(x’) for every .Y’ E E j is convex closed and balanced, 
this set contains a neighborhood V of 0 in F for some n. This completes the 
proof. 
Remark 1. A general version of the necessity was proved by Takahashi 
[ 14, Theorem 3.21. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let u: F + E he the sume us uhoue. Suppose that F is of’ 
second category und there exists u Bowl probability meusurr p on E .satisJ~- 
ing thut 
1 = sup { ,u( K); K is wmpuct convex ). 
[f u(F) c K,,, that is, if p is u(F) - accessible, then u is u compuct operutor. 
Proof: Let K,, be a compact convex balanced subset of E such that 
p(K,) 3 1 - l/n and such that K,, + K,, c K,, , , Then U,,K,, is a linear sub- 
space of full measure. We show u(F) c IJ,, K,,. Assume that U(S) $ IJ,, K,, for 
some .YE F. By the Hahn- Banach theorem we can find x:, E E’ such that 
(u(x), xi,) = 1 and / (I!, .~:,)l < 1 for every F E K,,. Then it follows that 
(I’, XI) -+ 0 for every YE u,, K,, and (u(.u), ~1,) = 1 for every n. This 
contradicts to the u(F)-accessibility of p. Consequently we have 
F= lJ,z u- ‘(K,,) and u ‘(K,) is convex balanced closed and u ‘(K,,) + 
up’(K,)cu I (K,, + , ). Since F is of second category, there exits an N such 
that up ‘(K,v) contains a neighborhood U of 0, which implies that 
u(U) c K,. This completes the proof. 
Remark 2. Proposition 3 does not hold for a barrelled space F. For 
example, consider the countable direct sum Iw” ) of real numbers. [w’ ’ ) is 
barrelled and admits an [w’” ‘-accessible Radon measure p = C,, 1/2,1 6,“, 
X, E Iw are linearly independent vectors in [w’ L ). But each compact subset of 
[WC=‘) is contained in a finite dimensional subspace. Remark that if p is u(F)- 
quasi-invariant, then Proposition 3 is valid for a barrelled space I;. In fact. 
by the quasi-invariance, it follows that u(F) c UhkKlr for some II. 
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PROPOSITION 4. Let E, F he locally convex spaces and u: F 4 E be a con- 
tinuous linem mupping. !f 1. is a D-uccessihle rn(‘usure ,for D c F, then the 
itnuge is u( D )-accessible. 
Prooj: If x:, + 0 in T,,(; ), then u’(x:,) --f 0 in 5;. Thus for every SE D, 
(u(x), s:,) = (.u, LI’(x:,)) + 0 by the accessibility, which shows 
u(D) = Ku,,,. 
4. BOCHNER'S THEOREM 
The next result is due to Takahashi [ 14, Theorem 4. I]. We give a short 
proof for the sake of completeness, 
kMMA 1. Let E, F he locall-y convex Huusdo~~f’.spaces und II: F + E he N 
continuous linear mapping. Suppose that F is barrelled and there exist.\. II 
cylindricul measure p on Z(E, E’) which is u( F)-accessible. Tkn ,for ever?’ p, 
0 < p < + x. there exists u neighborhood V of 0 in F such thut 
.for ever.v .Y' E E'. 
Proof: Set S,, = is E E’; Ix’l,, = (j I(J), .r’)l” dp(y))“‘< +c(l). The 
mapping e(u(.u)) is t,,-continuous, so ) /,-continuous. Thus for every .Y E F; 
there is C(x) > 0 so that / (u(.Y). .Y’)/ < C(x)I.v’I,, for x’ E S,,. The set V= 
{.YE F; i(u(.u), x’)I d I.Y’~, for every .Y’ES,~, 1 is closed convex balanced in F. 
Moreover, for every XE F, C(x) ‘-YE V, that is, F= lJ,I nV. By the 
assumption, V is a neighborhood of 0, which completes the proof. 
Bochner’s theorem, which we consider here, is of the following form set- 
tled by Xia [ 1.51 for a quasi-invariant measure. 
Let E, F be locally convex Hausdorff spaces and U: F+ E be a con- 
tinuous linear mapping. 
Xia’s version of Bochner’s theorem. Suppose that E admits a u(F)- 
accessible o-additive cylindrical measure. Then for every cylindrical 
measure 1’ on Z(E’, E) with the continuous characteristic functional v (^.u). 
is the image U’(V) o-additive on F’? 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that F is barrelled und there is u jimdumentul 
fbmi1.y { ) ( 2 1 of continuous seminorms oj’E such thut euch associated Banuch 
space E, of (E, / I,) has the metric approximation properry. Suppose also 
that E admits a u(F)-accessible Bore1 prohuhilit?~ measure. Then ,for ever!. 
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cylindrical measure v on Z(E’, E) with the continuous characteristic 
fimctional v-(x), the image u’(v) is a a(F’, F)-Radon measure on F’. 
Proof: Fix q as 0 <q < 1. By Maurey [3, Theorime 41, there are cylin- 
drical measures v,? which correspond to continuous random linear 
functionals 
L,:E-tL”(Q,,,~I,,, P,,) 
such that v = C,, c,,v,,, where {c,,} are constants with C,, c,, = I. It is suf- 
ficient to show that u’(v,,) is o(F’, F)-Radon for every n. Thus we may 
assume that v is determined by a continuous random linear functional 
L: E + Ly(f2, 91, P), O<q<l 
By the continuity of L and q > 0, there is ( lz such that V-(.X) is 
1 1 .-continuous for one seminorm ( / 1. Thus L can be extended to a con- 
tinuous random linear functional 
L: E, --t L“(Q, VI, P) 
Thus we can regard v as a cylindrical measure on Z(E’,, E,). 
Let rc,: E + E, be the natural mapping and pLz = 7-c,(~). p, is a Bore1 
probability measure on E, which is n,(u(F))-accessible by Proposition 4. 
Let jb, be a Bore1 probability measure on E, which is equivalent to p1 and 
satisfies 
For example, let 
where C is a normalized constant. Since i., is equivalent to pL,, i., is 
obviously rc2( u( F))-accessible. 
Applying Lemma 1 to the mapping rr, II: F + E, and a X,~ T u(F)- 
accessible measure A, on E,, there exists a neighborhood V of 0 in F such 
that 
for every x’ E E:. Let V” = ( J’ E F’; ( (s, J’ ) ) < I for every x E V\, . Then I’0 
is cr(F’, F)-compact convex and balanced. Let lJ,,nV” be the Banach sub- 
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space of F with the unit ball P, then it follows that (rr,~) u)‘(Ej) c lJ,,nP’o. 
In fact, for every x’ E Ej, by I(Y, x’>l d C(.u’). /y12, it holds that 
I(% c u)‘(x’)l ‘A = sup I (X, (71, p U)‘(Y))1 
YE I 
We prove that (z, ~1 u)‘: E:, + U,,np is q-absolutely summing. Let 
{x\)cE:. be $(Y)=E,/(. v,,x:)I“)‘~< +rj for every FEE,. Then $ is 
continuous since $ is lower semicontinuous quasi-norm and E, is a Banach 
space. So it holds that cc/(j)) < C’Ij~I 1 for suitable C > 0. By Lemma 1, it 
follows that 
which shows (rt, (1 u)‘: EL --t lJ,nv” is q-absolutely summing. 
The cylindrical measure v is determined by the continuous random linear 
functional 
L: E, + Lq(Q, 91, P) 
and (rcU 2 u)’ is q-absolutely summing operator. 
Furthermore, E, has the metric approximation property. By Schwartz 
[lo, Theo&me (III.l.l)], the image (rc,~~u)‘(v) is a a((U,,nV”)“, (U,,nP)‘)- 
Radon measure. Since U,,nP is a dual of a normed space, there is a 
natural mapping 7~: (U,,nV”)“+ U,lnI@cC. Thus (n,~;u)‘(v) is a a(F, F)- 
Radon measure concentrated on U,,n P. We remark that (7c, r, u)‘(v) = u’(v) 
on F’ since v-(x) is ) IX-continuous and XL: Ez -+ E’ is the natural injection. 
This proves the theorem. 
Remark 3. In the above theorem, we assumed the existence of a u(F)- 
accessible Bore1 measure on E. “Borel” can be replaced by “a a-additive 
cylindrical measure ,n on E such that each seminorm I in is p-measurable.” 
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For example, if E is separable then each continuous seminorm of E is 
measurable with respect to the a-algebra generated by Z(E, E’). 
The following result is a variant of the duality of Schwartz, see 
Nahoum [4]. 
THEOREM 2. Let E be a locally conve.y Hausdooyfj’space, F he CI barrelled 
locally convex Hausdocffspace and u: F -+ E he cl continuous linear mapping. 
Suppose that there exists a .findamental ,fi-imily 1) / 1] of continuous 
seminorms of E such that each associated Banach space E, of’ (E, 1 1.) has 
the metric approximation property. Suppose also that there is un acce.wihle 
cylindrical measure i on Z( F, F’), that is, Fc K,, .such that the image u(A) is 
a Bore1 measure on E. Then for ever!. q~lindrical measure v on Z( E’, E) with 
the continuous characteristic jirnctional v^(.u). tile image u’(v) is o a(F’. F)- 
Radon measure. 
Proqf. Let p = u(A), then p is u(F)-accessible by Proposition 4. Thus the 
assertion follows by Theorem 1. 
Remark 4. The duality of Schwartz is formulated for a dual quasi-nor- 
med space F and a cylindrical measure A on F of cotype 0, where cotype 0 
means that ri. is stronger than the quasi-norm / 1 on F’, see Nahoum 141. 
Since the unit bell of 1 1 is o(F’, F)-bounded, 1 j is stronger than the 
weak*-topoIogy. Hence if /1 is cotype 0, then jW is accessible. 
EXAMPLE. Let p be a symmetric p-stable Radon probability measure on 
a Banach space E, 1 < p d 2. Suppose that E has the metric approximation 
property. Let R: E’+ L’(E, p) be the natural mapping and H,, be the 
closure of R(E’) in L’(E, p). Since 1-1 is symmetric p-stable, LY-topology and 
T,( coinsides on R(E’) for every q, 0 < y < p. In particular, (H,,, ~~0 is 
reflexive since we can take 1 <q < p. Let A be a cylindrical measure on 
K,, = (H,,, TV’)’ with the characteristic functional 
L(h,=j exp( ih(x)) dp(.\-), II E H,, 
E 
Then 1 is accessible and R’(1.) = p, where R’ is the transpose of R. By 
Theorem 2, for every cylindrical measure Y on Z(E’, E) with the continuous 
characteristic functional, R(v) is a Radon measure on H,,. 
Remark 5. In Theorem 1 and 2, the local convexity of F is unnecessary 
(assuming the barrelledness). But the barrelledness is not weaked to the 
quasi-barrelledness. In fact, let E = F= R’” ) with the l*-norm topology and 
consider the accessible measure p in Remark 2. Then the identity i: 1’ = 
E’ + l* = F’ is not absolutely summing. 
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